Draw, Sketch, Paint and Express your Ideas

If you are reluctant to
transition to the digital
world of sketching,
SketchBook Pro will not only
emulate traditional pencil
and paper but give you
a new level of speed and
accuracy like never before.
—Starr Allen Shaw
Designer

The immediacy and easeof-use for both the existing
tools and new features has
made this an indispensible
software for my workflow.
Add in the new ruler and
ellipse tools and I can’t really
understand how anyone who
relies on intuitive drawing
and painting won’t feel the
same. The closest thing
to a real life sketchbook
experience in digital that I’ve
found so far.
—Nick Harris
Children’s Book Illustrator
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Autodesk® SketchBook® Pro is an affordable, easyto-use, natural drawing experience with the quality
expected by professionals. Consider it your digital
sketchpad—use it to create quick sketches or printquality production artwork.
It offers best-in-class sketching capabilities
for professional designers and artists from all
industries. With a click of the stylus you can access
any of the software’s best-in-class tools: fast,
reactive pencils, markers and brushes, pen-driven
layers, background templates, a 50 brushtroke
undo/redo option and a unique pan/zoom tool. And
with its fast and intuitive user interface, even new
users can be productive within minutes.

5 cool things you can do
with SketchBook Pro

1

		Bring drawings to life instantly
with interactive mirroring

2

Draw digitally with the feel of
traditional pen and paper

3

 mail sketches to friends for
E
instant praise

4

 asily create patterned effects
E
with customized brushes

5

		
		
		

Get up and running quickly. SketchBook
offers an easy-to-use, intuitive interface
that allows new users to be productive
within minutes yet still provides the
features that experts demand.

Autodesk SketchBook Pro is your digital sketchpad

Sketch, Annotate, Communicate.
Use Autodesk® SketchBook® Pro in any creative
process where pen and paper would traditionally be
used, including
• Product concept and ideation
• Illustrations
• Character studies
• Set and level designs
• Storyboarding
• Annotation and review
• Industrial design
• Architectural drawings
Sketch Naturally
Free up the sketching process with ultra-responsive
digital pencils, pens, markers, and airbrushes that
look and feel just like the real thing.
• Marking menus with one-flick access to
major tools
• Do-it-yourself custom brush creation
Annotate Instantly
Quickly take snapshots of your current application,
and load and view images or digital photographs.
Use SketchBook Pro’s brushes to mark up and add
comments. Annotations can be emailed directly to
colleagues and clients.
Get High Quality Results
• The look and feel of traditional tools that experts
demand.
• Custom texture brushes
• Interactive brush symmetry
• Interactive rulers and ellipses
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Utilize an all Digital Workflow
• Reduce time scanning and touching up paper
sketches
• Good for the environment - reduces the use of
paper
• Open and save common file formats, including
Adobe® Photoshop®, TIF, BMP, JPG, and PNG
Communicate More Effectively
• Share visual ideas quickly with integrated e-mail
feature
• Instantly email sketches and annotations
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System Requirements
For Autodesk SketchBook Pro 2010 Macintosh
• Apple® Mac OS® X 10.4 or 10.5
• Apple® Power Mac® G4, G5, or Intel®-based
processor*
• 256 MB of RAM
•   Graphics card capable of 1,024 x 768 display
For Autodesk SketchBook Pro 2010 Windows
• Microsoft® Windows® XP or Microsoft® Windows
Vista®
• 800 MHz processor
• 256 MB of RAM
• Graphics card capable of 1,024 x 768 display
*Autodesk® SketchBook® Pro software for OS X is delivered as
a universal binary supporting both PPC and Intel-based Apple®
Macintosh® systems.

I love how easy SketchBook Pro is to use. The interface is simple
and straight forward, just like the Mac system that I use.  After
using SketchBook... I’ll never sketch on paper again!
—Mark Kokavec  
Footwear Designer
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